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CIMARRON, fciEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, MAY 2, 1907
MRS. COHEN GETS
BACK TO RATON

NEWS NOTES FROM

1

The type used in this heading is from the old plant of the Cimarron News and Press and was used for a heading for the paper in the seventies.
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SPRINGER STOCKMAN

A Serious Wreck
Near Maxwell City

NO. 17

WILL IMPORT

NO MORE
OUTSIDE LABOR.

i

NOTES

f ROM

RED

RIVER PROSPECTOR
Case Was One of the Saddest Ever
Santa Fe Has Concluded That Home
to Come to the Attention of
Labor is the Best and Cheapest
The first crop of alfalfa is going to
the Albuquerque Police
Ed Price has moved back up tows
be a hummer.
and Charitable InstiIn railroad circles it is reported having finished his work with
J. W.
James Howe came down from Ratutions.
that the Atchison, Topeka & Santa MVDonal.
ton yesterday.
Fe has decided to discharge all Old
Harry Brandenburg has lately loFulfilling what seemed to be the
Robert Hern went up to Dawson
Mexico employes from the service
cated a copper property that they
of No. 1.
Bedearest wish, the
the first of the week.
of the company. The company has, claim shows up some fine looking
Mrs. Rosendo Gonzales
was in nevolent society and the police deafter a thorough trial with this class ore.
Two
Mound.
partment bought Mrs. Margerite Coof labor proven that it is unsatisfacAbout 12 to 1 5 inches of snow fell
You know it without anyone tell- hen a ticket last night and sent her
tory and unreliable, and that here- in this section Saturday, Sunday and
ing you, that the grass is growing back to Raton , from whence she
after they will hire only citizens of Monday but most of it has already
nicely.
came to this city last Friday a week
the United States, where it is possi-bll- e gone except that on the north hillHappy beyond, comparison should ago.
to obtain them.
sides.
now be the stockman and the farmer.
Mrs. Cohen was comfortably fixed
This will be good news to the comC. II. Brigham was down from
The second section of Santa Fe pas- was about twenty three miles south. mon laborer of this country, as the
The Springer public schools will in her little tent at the corner of
Anchor the first of this week and
close next Friday until sometime in West Tijeras avenue and North senger train No. 1, westbound, was The train was in
charge of Conductor competition with the southern nation- looked almost like a stranger as this
September.
Twelfth street, but she was not conderailed
near
City
Maxwell
shortly
Carmien
Dr.
and
Shuler accompanied alities, which has proven a loss to the is the first time he has been in town
The man with the garden is pleas- tent. She told the police that she
railroads, will hereafter be dispensed for two months.
4
after
o'clock
it
Wednesday
to
afternoon.
the scene of the accident.
Providence has thought that the climate at Raton
ed that the
with. The class of laborers brought
S. W. Thompson is helping A!
come to his assistance.
would do her more good than the Two Pullman tourist cars left the
The track was cleared about 3 in from Old Mexico make very unHedges
cut the lead at a lower level
James H. Taylor wTs in Springer olimate here, and the mayor of Raton rails and were turned partly over. o'clock Thursday
morning. In the desirable residents and are very dis- in the Willard mining property. The
from his home at Raton Tuesday on had been so kind to her, she wanted
agreeable for the American laborer
business, returning home the follow- to go back to him. So yesterday Several passeDgers were injured, but meantime regular trains were delayed to work alongside. They appear to owners as so m as the lead is out exing day.
Mrs. Cohen, on being promised a it is believed not seriously. Spread for about twelve hours, several of have little respect for the laws of our pects to start the arastra and begiu
A.
suba
received
.
Tuesday
ticket to Raton, sold her tent and ing rails are said to hare caused the them being held at Raton. A special land and most of them none for taking out the yellow gold.
J Hern
E. S. Myers, forest ranger and Mr.
stantial iron fence which he has plac- the bedding and housekeeping arti- accident.
The engine, in charge of train carrying members of the Mystic decency. They have proven cheap Gillette, a U. S. Mining inspector,
ed around his block in the cemetery cles she had been given by the good
labor in price but very expensive in
in which lies his wife and child.
people of the city and prepared to Engineer Norman, baggage cars and Shrine to Los Angeles was held in the every other way. Few of them bring was in camp a day or two last week
Larson went up to Raton leave. She began making ready for rest of the train outside of the two Raton yards all night and another at their families to this country, they to inspect placer claims in this sec. Peter
tion. On account of high water and
last Sunday on business, returning the journey yesterday morning. It tourist cars, did not leave the track. Dillon.
live on little, of course spend little
snow he did not do much inspecting.
home Monday afternoon.
was quite an ordeal, but she comThe train was in charge of Conductor
Train No. 2, eastbound. due in and send or take most of their earnB, A. Young of Elizabethtown,
I. C. Floersheim, of the Roy
pleted it about 3 o'clock in the afterings home with them, while the was in town
two or three days th
Raton at 6:15 Wednesday evening,
made
this office a noon, and with the assistance'of a big Snook.
American laborer spends his at home, past week on his way home from San-forpleasant call yesterday morning.
policeman, who carried her bundles,
As soon as word of the accident was came in about 7 o'clock Thursday somewhere in this country. Very few
Colorado, where he had moveo1
James R. Gillespié is movilig his wept to the railway station, where received at Baton a wrecking train was morning over the
of these people from our sister ReRocky
Mountain
part
of his family on to his farm.
a
Gilits-pie
Mrs.
family out to. the ranch,
she was taken in charge by Depot
public ever become citizens of the
J. W. McDonnel is sinking on the
having been residing in town for Master Fields and finally placed quickly dispatched to the scene, which tracks.
United States.
Buffalo mining property about six
several months to give her little boys aboard train No. 8.
The Santa Fe company has, along miles down the river. He believes
the benefit of the schools.
The case of Mrs. Cohen is one of
with the other roads, which are lay- it takes depth to open up a pay mine
J. H. Higgins and son John went the saddest to come to the attention RAILROAD IN NEW
ing new tracks, employed thousands which
has been proven to be true
down to Mora Sunday where they are of the charitable institutions of Alof Old Mexico laborers on the roadtime and again.
in attendance at district court of Mo- buquerque. She was dying with conAND COAL EÍELDS bed in the past few years. Now it Earl Young and sisters. Misses
ra county which convened Monday sumption and had not a known friend
is claimed that the American laborer
Murl and Mamie, of Elizabethtown,
with Chief Justice Mills on the bench. in the world, other than those who
will be substituted in the place of
spent Tuesday night with friends.
Dr. J. G. Hopkins returned Thurs- interested themselves in her case.
good
the imported laborers, and the
day from his visit of over a week in Albuquerque Evening Citizen.
The Railway Age, in its last issue, struction of this road was the hand- of the country at large will be served. They were on their way to Sanford,
Colorado, to visit their mother and
supDenver and Pueblo. Some had
In the past two or three months,
says: "A railroad that will aid ma- ling of the coal output of the St.
other members of the family as well
VANCE IS APPOINTED.
posed the Doctor would bring the
terially in the industrial development Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific many trainloads of these laborers as to attend the closing exercises of
lady home with him, but they were
R F. Vance was Wednesday aphave been shipped to their native land
disappointed probably he was too.
pointed as a. private in the company of the Southwest has just been com- company. This company, organized to the south of us, although it has the school at that place.
J. W. Cartwright, who with his son
Douglas Wright went over to Mora of New Mexico Mounted Police up- pleted in New Mexico by the St. in St. Louis in 11)05, and financed by not until lately been known that the
Tuesday at the request of the sheriff on the recommendation of Captain Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Fibk'"Jt Robinson of New Ybrk, has company intended to dispense with Dave, has been carrying mail between Quest and Elizabethtown, has
of our neighboring county to testify ! TrtA
Thic Krinfrc tw Ter Railway company. The line is known acquired'or opeued nine drift coal this grade of labor. Exchange.
resigned and Joe Thipps, Jr., now has
before the grand jury as to the facts ritorial ranger force to its full quota. locally as the "Rocky Mountain mines in the Raton field, and is now
the position. During the six months
in a certain case that happened at In his behalf a very strong petition Route," or more frequently,
perhaps, producing about 70,000 tons of bitum- The proprietors will undoubtedly do or more they carried the mail it was
Roy last year. He returned home had been signed by business men, as the "Swastika Route."
inous steam and coking coal per a good business. They have put up a n time and no one could honestly
Thursday night..
county officials and stockmen over
"Starting
For the calendar year 1907 modern hotel with every convenience complain of the service.
month.
Des
from
Moines
the
on
The Ladies Aid Society of the the county and Sheriff Littrell sent
&
80 miles south- an output of about 1,000,000 tons, that would be a credit to any town or
Methodist church gave a free social in a strong endorsement in his be- Colorado Southern,
at the parsonage Thursday evening half which had much weTght in his east of Trinidad, Colo., the St. Louis, and for 1908 an output of 1,400.000 city in the country.
Folsom Notes.
Rocky Mountain & Pacific virtually tons, is anticipated. The company
which a large number of people at- favor.
The Townsite received a consign
tended and very highly enjoyed. Ice
The new ranger will be stationed parallels the northern boundary of has in operation at Gardiner, three ment of trees last week and have alMiss Anna Brown, who has been at
cream and cake were served by .th at Roy, and while he has jurisdiction New Mexico for about 100 miles west miles from Raton, 186 coke' ovens, ready planted many of them in the Mrs. King's, went to her home on the
ladies to their guests'
over the entire Territory, his work and southwest to Ute park in the and at Koehler by July 1 it will have new park.
mesa.
A branch in operation 200 additional ovens.
Frank A. Roy, A. S. Bushkevitz, will be mostly confined to Colfax, Baldy mining district.
Jackson Talior, who has been in
Wm.
Sudholder
Murphy
and
Fred
Ed,
M.
Trobaugh,
Blaz Sanchez,
Mora and Union counties. He has seven miles long connects Clifton These ovens all told will produce
very
poor health all winter, is some
Pritchard and Irwin C. Floersheim been appointed from Dawson, Col House, on the upper Canadian river, about 175,000 tons of coke annually. ariived here Saturday from Muskobetter.
ml.,
look
I
to
at
mining
some
gee,
evening
Sunday
up
Roy,
came
(f
all
fax county.
with Raton, and another branch of The company owns the coal in about
Mr. and Mr3. Murray were enter
and Monday left for Mora where
three miles, from Koehler5'. Junction, 800 square miles of the Raton field property just above Cimarron.
tained
at Eagle Rock ranch Friday
grand
the
before
witnesses
they are
A. L. Mix, of the Maxwell Supply
reaches the new coal mining camp at aud the surface of 300 square miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Garni.
by
jury jn the case of The Territory vs. Pheasants to be Raised
Koehler. At Raton and Preston the The total area is half as large'again company, was in town Saturday to
Ben Murphy was up from Clayton
Leandro Archuleta, charged with
in the State Of Colorado Rocky Mountain line coouects with as all the anthracite regions of Penn- - consult with Henry Livran about
got bis stock which he had in
and
assault with a deadly weapon- on the
their new building at Cimurron.
the Santa Fe, and at Vermejo it inter sylvania.
pasture here through the winter.
person of M. Trobaugh, a special
Following the example of Illinois sects the Dawson division of the El
"Incidentally, the Rocky Mountain j Mrs. Charle? Parsons and Miss
- Mr.
deputy sheriff, on'-- election day. last
Wood and family, the new
Kansas, Colorado now is releas- Paso& Southern system! ' 1 he length
makes accessible a vast amount sie Parsons, of Raton, were the guests pumper for
November for which Archuleta was and
the C. & 8 , is here from
friend, of main line and branches as now of timber on the eastern slopes of the of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Keep and
placed under $4,000 bond by the jus- ing the pheasant, the farmer's
occupies the Preston
and
Santa
Fe,
and before many years have passed completed is 106 miles. The track of Rocky mountains in northern New Mr. and Mrs. Ira Duckworth last
tice of the peace for his appearance
house.
stockwill have been
th main line is of new 80 pound Mexico. For the development of the week.
at the next session "6 f the Mora coun- the entire state
M. T?. Belisle, general manager for
The pheasant is the
'
timber a feeder, the Cimarron &j W. M. Winters, deputy sheriff and the Johnson Mesa Telephome com'
ty district court. This trouble grew ed with them.
steel.
which
pests
chief enemy of the insect
out of a heated argument near-th- e
"The rolling stock includes new Northwestern railway, is now under constable, has resigned his office and pany, is very ill at his home on the
grains and fruits and the
polling place in the town of Roy, and destroy
locomotives, new passenger construction from Cimarron north- - Parted for Utah. Mr. Winters will mesa with appendicitis.
Baldwin
and
destroy
which
the roots
worms
was urged on through the
new
box cars and gondolas. westward 22 miles up the Ponil river. make the trip by wagOD, taking four
cars
and
of plants.
Berry Adnrason, who had scarlet
of whiskey, when officers bodies
80,000-poungondolas
300
"1 he bt. Louis, Kocky Mountain & neaj 0f horses with him.
Including
dobe
pheasant
cannot
While
the
fever
and was supposed to have re.
quell
disturbance
the
! .
'
endeavored to
i '
now under construction for delivery
chicken,
like
common
mesticated
the
entirely and was going to
covered
and the assault on Officer Trobaugh
its eggs can be hatched successfully in May, the road has sis freight cars eludes $15.000,000 of 5 per cent first tfae nflw blacksmith ghop to sherrer & school, suffered a if i I. ipse and is very
fighting
the
sides
are
occurred. Both
common hen. As soon as to the mile a very liberal allowance mortgage bonds authorized,' and Sons. The building will be 40xliC, sick again.
case hard and both have friends in under the
$7,000,000
with
they are grown the pheasants will for a new line in the West.
issued, together
Dr. Dally is in very poor health this
who
county
of
the
part
and situated north of the railroad.
the eastern
fields, there to
readily
the
to
take
con
$1,000,000
of
preferred
the
for
stock"
motive
"The
prime
spring. Owing to so much sickness
completed
are
nearly
foundations
are watching the proceedings with
The
busy themselves consuming the nuthe doctor has lieeii going day and
much interest. Archuleta plead guilDr. H. A. UiUuer was in town on night, and as his strength is not equal
pests that make the farmer's
ty 0 the charge. The party returned merous
Tuesday. He is ut present on the to his ambition, it ts beginning to tell
miserable. The greatest
to this city Thursday and left for their ife most
medical staff of the Swastika road ou him. .
be derived from the
to
benefits
are
home yesterday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Fossett, of Denver, ou
are
They
birds.
Giltner was a resident of Cimarron
of
Dr.
propagation
these
John C. Taylor is placing at his
game
plumage,
best
mauv
in
and
has
friends
the
fall
gorgeous
way to Clayton in an automoUntil
last
their
ranch, six miles southeast of town, a
bile to visit a brother, were overtaken
conhere.
plant. It con- bird in the world, and its flesh is
sure
by the storm, and have lieen stopping
sidered one of the gcratest of table
Mr. aud Mrs. Eugene Keep, Mr with Mr and Mr. B. F. Owen for a
sists of a centrifugal pump with a
Charles Lowman was over to Daw ing a house north of the railroad stadelicacies.
and Mrs. John Livingston, Mr. and few days.
capacity of 500 or 600 gallons a mintion.
In the avaries in city park, Denver, sou Sunday.
Mrs Jesse Littrell, Miss May Livingute which wil irrigate about 120
Miss Bronson, one of our successful
are several hundred pheasants,
Ed Manning was in town on SunMrs. W. K. Christie relumed from
acres of land, most of which will be there
Parsons, of school teachers, went to Clayton on
Charles
and
Mrs.
ston
by W7 F. Kendrick, a Raton Friday.
day on bis way from the mountain
put in alfalfa. The pump is to be introduced
Raton, were on a picnic last Sunday. Friday evening, to assist in giving an
mining man, who will stock
entertainment for the benefit of the
ranch to the Maxwell farm.
placed on the bank of the river and wealthy
Tbey all drove to I'te creek an 1 re- church. She is becoming quite popuJohn Hixenbaugh, county assessor,
birds
free
of
cost
with
the
Colorado
pump
water raised to a ditch. The
John D. Merriwether maintenance-of-waturned here in the evening. Everyone lar as an elocutionist,
to the state. The avaries are so was in town last Friday.
he received a couple of weeks ago
engineer on the Swastika, was was happy and sunburnt, and said
Nearly every one in this vicinity
placed liuit thousands of visitors see
Billy .Wbiteman, foreman of the in town the latter part of last week.
this
and the engine and boiler
they lost a few head of stock during the
perfect
and
was
park
Ute
public
that
day,
every
the
thus
the
birds
C. R. van Houten ransh, was in town
week. The outfit is a fine lot of mastorm last week; but nothing like
Roy Toaie left for Cloudcroft on had had a most enjoyable day.
being educated as to the value of the
chinery in every particular.
Monday.
Friday evening J. C. Records what might have been expected, conList
to
in
Wednesday
work
adopted
Cimarron
methods
and
the
for
the
birds
Mr. Taylor has the land rich
informal dance to a few sidering that hardly any one has shelAlex Livingston has taken the posi Lumber company on a contract taken gave an
plumage the
enough to raise anything, and he pro- propagating them. In
present were: Ira ter, and we bad eighteen inches of
Those
friends.
paradise, tion of stationary engineer at the at Cloudcroft.
poses to put some' of it in use pheasant rivals the bird of
Duckworth and wife. Wm. Hickman snow and in Long canon they had
F. B. Boyd bas left here for Koeh- and wife, Eugene Keep and wife, H. four feet.
through this practical method of irri- and it probably is the only game roundhouse.
bird that can be successfully reared
One of our successful ranchmen was
Fred Brooks Las built nr porch in ler as timekeeper for the Cimarron R. Grielwl and wife, J. A. Wander
V
gation.
in captivity.
IJelton, Miss lying in bed late one morning, and
front of his house. Between thp posts Lumber company on their contracts and wife, Eugene
Margaret Cavaoaugb, Joe Brick and dreading to get up. said, "Oh dear, I
is fitted wire screen.
'
The Cimarron & Northwestern are
at that point.
Lew Grieley. Mrs. Records is in wish some one would get a club and
Merritt H nlry, the well known
n
running their telephone Hue through
One of the best dances of the sea
Duckworth & Marling opened their Kansás City being treated for her make me get up," when bis bright
mixologist
from
at
Raton,
the
Palace
dBiitffitr of two vears iumned ur
so that tbn engineering camps can
son was given by the baseball club at new hotel, the Oxford, Inst Saturday eyes. The reports from thare are
cornmuticatej during construction. left here Monday morning. Mr.1 Aztec hall last Saturday.
favorable and her many friends are began to hit him in the face and said .
evening. v The house was crowded looking for her return iu the near "Papa, I'll tats my fit;" and the gen
The li te will be completed about June Hendrv was down to heln Durliworth
Wm. Hickman, bookkeeper for the until a late hour." A supper and beer future. Mrs. Records is one of the tleman thinks be will ansa without
& Marling open the Oxford Saturday!
1 and the railroad dump about Sepassistance hereafter.
Berved gratis about 10 o'clock most popular women in Cimarron.
Cimarron Lumber company, is build-wa- s
tember l.
evening,
.

.

Second Section
Westbound, Leaves the
R.ails Wednesday Afternoon and
Tourist Cars Are Overturned
Several Passengers Injured.
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EDITORIAL v
SendotT.
Giving the Mall
THE DECADENCE OF
Over in the little town of Wildcat
RACY.
a negro postmaster each day carries
Some years ago. the Democratic the mail from the post office to the
Slowly he places the mail
train.
party in the United States stood fpr pouch on a crane. As the fast train
mil known principles and represent- is approaching and the arm on the
ed certain well defined purposes. It mall car extends to sweep the bag
from midair, the old man shouts:
was the party of individualism as "Hear ye! Hear ye! Hear ye! The
vppused to the party of nationalism, honorable mall of these United States
:s about to go."
and this basic principle was applied
with some degree of sincerity at least
Over Confidence.
K current political problems.
When you have played checkers for
by defeat, however, hree nights at a country grocery and
Discouraged
leaders chose to .pent another three in arguing as to
the Democratic
abandon the only philosophic basts vhether the whale swallowed Jonab
ef their political organization, and on naturally feel that you can go
nit into the world and beat the con
they became merely a chance comuan at his own game. It is the
brought
bination of political elements
in one's own abilities that
'togetlu-- solely upon a common diss responsible for half the world's
satisfaction with things as they are, vailing.
and composed of such utterly discordant elements that it would be
Ever Have to Listen to 'Em.
The Conversation (as it sounds)
quite out of the question for them
to aijrcc upon any course of action. Vnd I says to him, I says O, he says
-- well. If you think, I says
says
The two "wings" of Democracy
I just wait, I
says
hen
ho
he
he
support
the
positively refused to
iys Sadie says she" never maybe
support the same presidential candion didn't,
I says, but I know, I
Cleveland
date and in swinging from
ays I don't care what anybody says
o Bryan and from Kryati to Parker,
if he say so he says I said he he
I
I
says says says
the Democratic party shut out successively elements of the party that 'tick.
were absolutely necessary to party
Sugared Apricot Plush.
success.
A
startling apparition In apricot
The result of this utter lack of po'huh trousers was observed the other
litical principle has been to turn ev'ay. The owner was not so sure that
over
n
state
ery
rthern and western
e had scored when on his return to
to the Republicans, and the Democis world famous college he found his
racy as a national party at the presvelght increased by at least two
ent clay owes its existence wholly to lounds of powdered sugar. Oxford
the existence of he solid south upon Varsity.
an issue in nowise connected with naA New Reformation.
tional politics.
Are we in for a new reformation?
At the present time some of the
theo
democratic leaders are pointing out Vinet, himself an evangelical
ogian, said long ago that one was
Ifiat there is no radical difference beíecessary and Inevitable, and ther
tween the two parties; that Democ- ire features about the present np
racy and Republicanism are merely leaval which remind us curiously of
somes; and that it is a matter of inhat old one of nigh four centuries
difference whether the person to be igo. Christian World.
Toted for by the majority of Amert-- .
Keep Mum.
cans at the next presidential elecWomen, as women, are pretty much
tion shall be drawn from the RepubThey have the same hair, diflican or from the Democratic ranks. 'like.
fering slightly only as to color and
If there is any truth in these state'iith; same features, same thoughts
ments it is because the Democratic A'hcn
we love une of them, therefore.
party has successively abandoned ve are in reality loving them all. But
very distinctive principle for which
t is as well not to mention this,
it ever contended, and because so Ufe.
many Democratic voters have seen
the error of their ways and have en"Gloom" Drives Man Away. Men will not put up with
melan
rolled themselves in the ranks of
It should be as
triumphant Republicanism that there rrholy in women.
are nut enough genuine Democrats natural to a woman ta adorn herself
vlth cheerfulness as with ornaments.
feft in the country to make a rcat naIf she cares at all for the impression
tional party.
ihe creates, she will no more be
P.ut there is one difference between melancholy than she will be slovenly
tfce Democratic party and the Republican party, which the voters of the
Capacity ef' New York Hotel.
ctwrtry will not be disposed to over-mOn some extraordinary occasions.
however much the Democratic tarly S.OUO people have been dined
tenders may wish them to do so. The dninltaneousi? In the restaurants and
isnqnet halls of the Belmont. At the
Republican party is the party of success; and the Democratic party is Jotel Astor, 120 banqueters were entertained In one room.
the party of failure. This is the
d
for fifty years, .Mid upon whatDeath and Sleep.
ever theory it may be explained the
Sleep is an Instinctive need for
fact will continue to be a trcmcn-Jou- s
rest; natural death In like manner Is
handicap in favor of the Rehe manifestation of an Instinctive
publican candidates and against the vant, and the Instinct of death Is of
en seen In vry old people, who die as
Democratic candidates f ir national
aslly and quietly as children fall
offices
Certainly it is ptrssihlc that the lsleep. The Hospital.
Republican
west
convention may
Monotony.
place in nomination a candidate for
"A woman should always depend
president who is very decidely inn hor husband for advice," said the
ferior to the man whom the Demolevoted wife. "Yes," answered the
crat may nominate for that position;
Isllor, "but It does grow monotonous
ii is possible
t the voters of
tot to get any advice except to econ
the country may vote -r hc Demomlie."
cratic candidate in preference to the
Republican
Hut these
candidate.
Invented Eau de Cologne.
thing are s,, extremely unlikely that
Th Inventor of eau de cologne was
thry hardly come within the region in Itil'an, Giovanni Farina. Farina
iffeied vainly to sell his recipe for
eil practical politics.
What - practically assured is that "1.750 In 190:!. but a few years ago It
as sold by Ills heirs for I'JOO.OOO.
tfce Republican
national convention
wifl nomínale someone who can be
A Doubtful Bargain.
tmstid to carry forward the Roose- It cost a Baltimore man $47.75 to
vrfl policies, and who will be tri
ls another man's wife. As no
wmpfiantly elected by the votes of
of her has been printed It Is
wniled
Republican
party together
to say whether be got his
with the votes of thousands of Demnoney's worth or ntit.
ocrats who will find themselves tin- V!e to support the Democratic
How Times Change.
When a hoy Is little he sneers at
whether that candidate be
coscn from the radical or the con- he little girl because she Is afraid
servative extreme or from ar.me-wner- e if the dark. When he grows up he's
ifmld of the girl. SomervlIIe Jouralonir the extensive middle.
nal.
JWblo Chieftain.

DEMOC-

e

The Imminent Airship.
These are the days when tbe youns
aeronauts are seeing visions and the
old aeronauts are dreaming dreams.
"Human master over the air," says
Capt. Ferber, the aerostatic expert of
the
French army, "is virtually
achieved.
None of the startling
achievements of the past, neither
steam, electricity, nor the telephone,
can compare with what the future
now holds in store tor us. Not only
will the life of individuals be revolutionized, but governments will be
compelled to devise, In almost every
department, new methods to. meet the
changed
This change
conditions.
will come with amazing suddenness,
and France is taking the precaution
to meet It." In this last sentence,
says the New York Post, Capt. Ferber
doubtless refers In part to the purchase by his government of the flying machine built by the Wright brothers of Dayton, O., and still credited,,
although their demonstration was secret, with the only sustained flight
ever made by a machine not sustained by gas bags. But he evidently
has no notion that one Inventor or
one country wilj monopolize the devices for successful flight. As soon as
one man comes into the open with a
Bronson Yes, my youngsters are both busy at home making valentines. machine with which he can sail about
Woodson Ah! That's great deal better than letting them buy the com practically at will, a dozen others will
lc atrocities that are sold in the stores.
promptly learn the trick.
the
Bronson I don't know. You haven't seen the atrocities my boys
world is waiting to learn tbe art of
can make.
balancing.
It may come, as Capt.
Ferber expects, by "a coordinating
NEW IDEA IN ARCHITECTURE
central mechanism which will permit
the operator, with an instinctive
touch of the helm, to right his machine when It dips to one side or the
mainother, as the bicyclist
tains his equilibrium by the instinctive inclination of his body." On the
other hand, the mere human hand
and eye may attain that ' quickness
and dexterity which Lllienthal and
Pllcher lost their lives trying to acquire, but which will make possible
navigation through atmospheric currents and "blow holes" and whirlpools. The every-daairship trip, at
best, is likely to be as hard on the
pilot as a run through the Lachlne
CLEVER AT IT.

Littrell Bros.

Harness
and

Saddlery
Bits, Spurs, Quirts, Navajo
Saddle Blankets, an assortment
of Flynn Saddles always on
hand ranging in price from $35
to $60.00." Also a new and
line of Hand-mad- e
and
Silver mounted Bits and Spurs
.

up-to-d-

Repairing

To-da- y

Neatly. Done

y

y

rapids.

"People who build their own houses should endeavor to express something;
at their own personality in the design of the facades.
Extract from a paper
read at a meeting o: the Architectural Society.
JUST

AS GOOD,

CONCEIT.

Live Stock
AND

Real Estate
BOUGHT

SOLD

There is a wild rumor to the effect
that the concertina Is to be revived
On
The concertina was at one time re
garded as a musical Instrument by
certain eccentric persons who pro- Parties wishing to buy or sell either
Live Stock or Real Estate, will
fessed to enjoy its alleged tones. If
do well to call on or list their
was even supposed to give pleasure
property or stcck with rue
when played by those who understood
o .
Its painful limitations, says Cleveland
of the Hartler Meat Market
Proprietor
Plain Dealer.
The concertina Is an
Meats for sale by tbe quarter
Instrument that Is unimpressed by
at all times
kind treatment either going or coming. When It Is expanded it querulously wails; when it is contracted It
plaintively moans. When the concerN. M.
tina Is violently agitated it gasps and
wheezes. Sometimes it snorts. Just
why it should be revived isn't at all
clear. It can't be expected to cope
with either the automatic piano player
or the talking machine.

Commission
--

C. E. HARTLEY
Springer,

H. T. LANDS

Sir Guy HaVe you any stuff that
will make my sweetheart think I am
the whole cheese?
Witch No; but I have something
that will make her think you're a

honeysuckle.

m

i

f

Geraldlne People say - that my
heart Is In the tight place.
Gerald I wonder how they know
that I've, got It?

GOOD EXCUSE.

INVITING TROUBLE.

Capt. Brunswig of the Prlnzessln
Victoria Lulse blew out his brains.
Count Boni De Castellano, victim of
a far worse shipwreck, didn't.
So
there you are. The Teuton showed
Gallic excitability, the Gaul showed
Teutonic phlegm.
Possibly the German was a descendant of Gauls who
had anciently crossed the Rhine and
the Frenchman a descendant of Germans who anciently crossed over Into
Gaul. But that's not the point, says
Boston Transcript. The point Is that
we make very elaborate fools of
as a rule In our little experiIt's so
menta In racial psychology.
easy to speak of a nation In an offhand, cocksure way, as being volatile
or stolid or humorous or some other
unpleasant thing. It saves thought.

40 miles east of Springer,
2500 acres for sale. These
lands are part of an estate
and must be sold. Aleo

many other small tracts

C.
tf

i'

rec-er-

"Seeing that she was a woman,"
and that "he did not wish to be hard
upon her," a Rangoon magistrate recently fined a Burmese prisoner
for being In illicit possession of four
balls of opium, $160, with 'the alternative of six months' rigorous Impris-

onment
ILU I

ad

tí y

S--

t

1

Mustang Rube
Storekeeper By heck, Hiram, you
Longhorn Bob
put your shoes up agalnBt the
t
tove while you were alseep and now that man smoke
round-uof
you have burned all the soles off.
Hiram bakes alive, Jason! Couldn't
NOT
you smell the burning leather?
Storekeeper No; you see a city
drummer was in here smoking one of
those furrin cigarettes,
red-ho-

Is BUI a brave man?
Brave! Say, I saw
a cigarette before a
LIKELY.

Germany has ordered a reduction
of freights on live stock to try and
coax down the prices of meats, which
are away out of reach. This seems
a good deal like the ostrich with his
head in the sand.

SPRINGER, N.

M.

Leonard
AND

Hayward
General Merchandise
Fine Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.
v t.

First St

E'town

FRUIT TREEi
Fruit
ld ofNursery

Will have a car
Trees from Star
Co., Quiney, 111.

There is some advantage in being a
shah. The shah of Persia told his
s
that if they disagreed they Bhould
all be put to death. They agreed,
and consequently the shah Is still liv-

pic-nr-

;:

:.--

doc-toi--

QUITE

LIKELY

can-&fai- f.

The above will be on sale on
:: ::
and after March 1st.

ing.
The idea of the Immensity of the
new Cunarder Mauritania may be
gathered from the length of her cable. This Is about 1,900 feet long,
tf.
and weighs with Its shackles 130
tons.

C. E.

Russian Farmers Organize,

la Russia there are agricultural or
The little grapes Rniwn In Greece
thumtV-whicof xemstvos,
re sold under the trade name conization
largo quantities of farming sup
? ante "currants" In this country,
plies and machinery are produced.
sue often used In the kingdom where
Cholly
fcey are produced to make alcohol
book.
Subscribe
for
home
jour
paiwtar cooking cud healiuc houses.
Stella
The Prest and New.

Down In central Illinois a woman
died on a shopping expedition.
She
was resigned to go that
va.v. but
would have preferred to have lasted
to match an Improbable piece of cloth
with an Impossible bit of ribbon.

E. HARTLEY

m

frico

J--

A

blanktxmk,

i preen me.

a
"Who owns this store?"
"I don't."

1

SPRINGER,

N. M.

C. ALFOBD

A

iff.

Maud tells me I talk Ilk

dog's kisses have given a man
hydrophobia.
This Is not the first
time mankind has been driven mad
from similar demonstrations of

HARTLEY

..J

a

Attorney-at-La- w
Rooms 6 and 7, Both Block
RATON.

NEW MEXICO

'

Raton OW Fellows Dedicate
Their Handsomelew Building

Gim&rroft

ler Colfax. This is a branch to which
both sexes are admitted. The sequence of degrees was completed in
1885 by the adoption of the Patriarchs Militant, an organization of the
uniform
or display branch. The
grand bodies followed' the sequences
of the degrees. In 1879 the name of
the supreme body was changed to
the sovereign grand lodge, a title
more in consonance with its inherent
powers, especially in its jurisdiction,

Saturday's Baton Range.

.

-

The handsome new building of
Raton Lodge No. 8, I. O. O. F.,
which was completed last fall at a
cost of approximately $15,000, was
formally dedicated yesterday afternoon with appropriate exercises.
Raton lodge was organized and
received a charter from the Sovereign
Grand lodge, May 26, 1886, with the
following charter members: Thomas
Floyd, Caleb Houston, G. J. Pace,
C. S. Hudson, Samuel West, William
Howells, W. H. Shaffer, C. H. Clark,
V. E. Hestwood. Qf the above number, Caleb Houston is still a member
of the lodge, all the others having
moved from this jurisdiction or died.
The first officers of the lodge were,
(as near as could be ascertained).
Caleb Houston, Noble Grand; George
Pace, Vice Grand and C. H. Clark,
secretary.
On Oct. 10, 1889, following the establishment of a grand lodge of the
order in New Mexico, the local lodge
received another charter from the
territorial grand lodge, and in addition to the names above given,, the
following were added to the new
charter: S. Hefty, R. McDaniel, M.
J. Dugan, J. W. Kclley, P. McGee,
A. W. Geer, A. Cox, R. Fitzgerald,
W. F. Degncr,. C. F. Lewis, William
Dean, J. Underdown. William Farrow, J. Farrow, A. C. Huffman, F.

LUMBER CO.

Odd Fellowship first formed
in America, December 26, 1806,
in New York City, and was
composed of five Englishmen.
?
American Odd Fellowship
without the United States of Amerifirst formed in Baltimore, April
ca. The sovereign grand lodge it
26, 1819, by Thomas Wildey,
Demade
up of grand representatives
of
Grand Lodge organized Jan- from the grand lodges and grand enuary 15, 1825. .
Buildcampments of the United States and
Rebekah derree first adopted
Canada.
The Patriarchs Militant,
in 1851-5with the local unit, called canton, is
Patriarchs Militant degree in
organized like the United States
1885.
army, with department councils all
The Sovereign Grand Lodge
under the immediate government of
? the sovereign grand lodge. The dates
was adopted in 1879.
General membership of the
of the introduction of American Odd
Fellowship without the United States
Order in North America over
were these: Canada, 1843; Australa1,800,000.
sia, 1868; Denmark, 1878; Germany,
Raton lodge organized and
N. M.
1870; the Netherlands, 1877; Sweden,
?.
received charter from Sovereign
1884; Switzerland, 1871. As early, as
Grand Lodge May 26, 1886.
1846 lodges were instituted in the
On October 10, 1889, received
Hawaiian Islands; in Cuba, in 1883;
Lodge
of
charter from Grand
in Mexico in 1882; and the order has
New Mexico.
? followed the flag into
the orient, havCaleb Houston, of Raton, was
ing
been established
including
first Grand Master of New
South America in 22 nationalities,
Mexico.
provinces, and territories in 18 of
Margaret Rebekah Lodge of
which grand lodges have been charRaton was organized in 1893,
tered. In 1002, however, of the enand has now a diembership of
tire lodge membership of 1,068,732,
BEN FRANKLIN SAYINGS.
only 37,333 were enrolled outside of
over one hundied.
i3s
North America.
Of the other organizations of Odd
Fellows, the Grand' United Order He that would live in peace and at
flourishing
in
is
condition
a
and
der
ease
M. Green, W. L. Jennings, P. Jones,
ranks next in relative importance.
speak all he knows, nor
P. Eaton, A. W. Sandusky, W. E. has added a considerable number of This body is the parent of the col Must not
judge all he sees.
Cady, A. McCready, J. Elingreen, H. new names in the past six months. ored lodges in the United States and
::
:
Laziness travels so slowly that povMotto!
Mellstrom, W. Johnston, R. John- The encampment meets the first and elsewhere, and is of English origin.
erty
soon
him.
overtakes
Reynolds,
During
1861-J.
J.
Johnston,
ston, J.
the civil war of
5
the
third Thursdays of each month
A lie stands on one leg, truth on
roll of the southern jurisdiction was
J. D. Holcomb and William
Raton Encampment No. 5 has about
Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm goods, the kind
Goodwin.
regularly called during the annual two.
forty members, the following being
usually sold for $1.25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at
Caleb Houston was the first grand
of
sessions
pays
He
that
the
for
work
before
grand
it's
sovereign
officers: Jesse Under-dowlodge. At the close of hostilities, the done has but a pennyworth for a twomaster of the first grand lodge of the the present
Chief Patriarch ; T. W. Young, officers and members in
territory of New Mexico.
the south pence.
The present officers of Raton Senior Warden; J. T. Bills, Junior were welcomed to the chairs and
Drive thy business! Let not thy
lodge are as follows: Robert Will-bur- Warden; High Priest, Robert Will seats which had been held for them business drive thee.
$.00 grades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
N. G.; Frank E. Johnson, V. burn; Guide, H. B. Phelps; Inside during the four years of strife and
and good styles, we are selling for
Three may keep a secret if two
Alfre'd
Secretary,
G.;
Jelfs, recording secretary; Sentinel, N. K. Oldham;
separation.
ef them are dead.
John C. Orin,' financial secretary; F. E. Johnson; Treasurer. J. B. Bills.
Durin the vear 1905 the lnd
nt
Pain wastes the body, pleasures the
treasurer;
large paid out in benefits alone over understanding.
Manning T. McKenzie,
Margaret Rebekah Lodge.
John Jelfs, H. B. Phelps and N. K.
To whom thy secret thou dost tell,
Margaret Rebekah lodge of Raton 14,250,000.
Best heavy drill, without bibs,
Heavy drill bib overalls, worth
Oldham, trustees.
The eye of the master will do more
reorganin
1893
organized
and
was
the 75c grade , we want
f 1 .25, we are selling per
Following' are the names of the
NEW HALL DEDICATED.
work than both his hands.
1898, with the fol
ized
November
2,
'em
you
to
wear
per
pr.
pair at
75c
50c
No.
lodge
present members of Raton
lowing named charter members:
8:
ca
GOODS
Keeping Up the Navy.
Young, Odd Fellows Observe the Eighty.
George Ashley, II. O. Anderson, Alice Jelfs, Sarah Perry, Bice
"They ought to name the next bat
Our line of groceries is well selected, and the prices are lowerthan
A. West, Janet Howells, MaMary
Eighth
In
Anniversary
Fitting
A.
W. Alberts,
William Arkell.
tleshlp Rumor."
manv towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy groceries
PeManner
Very Elaborate
"Why such a name as that?"
Charles Boyd, Otto Brandt, II H. mie Howells, Janet Delaney and
our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low prices. Topeka
Ceremonies Carried Out.
"Hecause then It would be easy to
Creamery Butter at 35c per pound
Our warehouse is full of
Butler, Henry Butler, George Bell, ter J. Delaney.
Much interest has been devoted by
keep her afloat." Hal ttmore Amerifeed, hay and grain, and the prices are very low.
L. P. Beckham, William Bouldin, J.
The dedication exercise! were held can.
T. Burchett, J. T. Bills, J. B. Bills, its members until by hard work and
"Why do you have everything In
faithful service its membership of at the handsomely furnished hall yes
II. J. Bills, Abe Berry, R. L.
your wife's name?"
folhas
been
The
reached.
over
100
terday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock and
A. G. Bills, C. II. Bell. S. D.
"I don't. We have our children In
was attended by a large number of my name." Chicago Record-Herald- .
Chcesbro, Ambrose Cox, Howard lowing named are its present officers:
Mol-lie
New Mexico
Craig, A. D. Coulter , A. B. Clay, Mrs. T. C. Roberts, N. G.; Miss
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs and many
Delaney, V. G.; Miss Frost, chapThomas Chamberlain, H. L. Crof-forJust a Way She Has.
visiting members of both branches of
"Ever notice It?" queried the man
Herman Collins, William Coul- lain; Mrs. Sea mane! s, P. G.; Mrs. Mar- the order. In fact every seat was ocwho asks questions on the installment
ter, W. F. Carroll, E. B. Cropp, C. garet Jelfs, secretary; Mrs. Burch-e- t, cupied.
plan.
treasurer; Miss Belisle, L. S. V.
F. Covey, Bert Dudley, William DegThe opening remarks were made by
"Did I ever notice what?" queried
ncr, A. B. Dort, P. J. Delaney, John G.; Dr. T. B. Lyons, R. S. V. G.; Past Grand Master A.
Jelfs, and the the wife of his bosom.
S.
N.
Mrs.
L.
G.;
Miss
Coulter,
Tina
R.ilph
Durie,
Durie,
Dundas, Martin
"That a woman never considers an
work of dedication then proceeded.
Richard Fitzgerald, George B. Fris-b- T. B. Lyons, R S. N. G.
of dress stylish unless she
article
New Mexico
form
The
of the ceremony was gone
The Rebekahs meet on the second
F. C. Farquahrrson, David
feels uncomfortable in it?" continued
through
in
most
a
interesting
manthe mere man. Chicago Dally News.
II. P. Green, Richard Grif- and fourth Thursday of each month.
ner, being performed by the officers of
fith, R. J. Guilfoyle, George Hill, J.
or Toilet Arti
For anything you n(d in Drugs, Mediciut-A Gentle Hint.
Ñ
S. Howells. W. J. Howells, C. E.'
Following will be found a short the lodge in a style that showed thor
cles, etc. Our Stock is complete and our Prices are right
"Yes." smiled the sweet young
Howells, C. F. Huston, J. D. Hol- but interesting sketch of the found- ough practice. James Smith as Grand
thing, "when I marry I will lead my
comb, H.. II. llansbro, A. D. Hurst, ing and rise of the Independent Or- Marshal acquitted himself most credhusband a dog's life."
itably, as did all those who took part
William Heinz, R. P. Heinz, Alec. der of Odd Fellows:
Special attention giveu to Optical Worn, and Satifsnction
"Whereupon she took her poodle In
Hecq, Henry Holmes, John Horner,
proceedings,
the
Spanish Spoken
Always Given.
in
folwho
were
as
on
lodge
her
arms
this
squeezed
established
The first
and
him almost to
E. B. Hughes, Otto K. Hardesty, continent
Shakspere, No. I, lows: Grand Warden, William F. death,
was
How could the young man help tak.
H. Humbert Jones, Harry H. Jones, New York City, Dec. 26, 1806. The Degner: Grand Chaplain, H. B.
John Jelfs, Alfred Jelfs, F. E. John- five Odd Fellows composing this Phelps; Grand Herald of the North, in; the hint and proposing light uu Dr. Geo. C.
son, L. W. Johnson, C. B. Kolhou-sc- lodge were of the Loyal Independent J.T. Bills; Grand Herald of the South, the spot? Judge.
Fred Koehler, Albert Keeley, Order. The early members were Jesse Underdown; Grand Herald of
the East, T. B. Lyons: Grand Herald
Comfortable.
Louis Ludwig, William Linwood, T. hard workers and other lodges were of the West, Robert Willburn;
altar
ST. 10US, ROCKY MOUNTAIN 4 PACIflC RAILWAY COMPANY
"What Is your idea of a comfort
B. Lyons, Paul Llyod, T. B. Lieb, soon organized.
By 1819 attempts bearers, Fred Koehler and J. Bills; able fortune?" asked the
ambitious
Hugh
R.
Lewis,
Lumlcy,
J.
Richard
had been made to organize other president of hall committee, M. T. youth.
McDaniels, Robert McRoberts, Stew- lodges in other parts of North Amer- McKenzie.
.
"One," answered the man of experi
Following the ceremony of dedica- ence, "that Is big enough to jbuy you
art D. McCalmont, George McClel- ica.
an
tion,
excellent address was deliv- everything you want and not big
land, T. F. McAuliffc, M. T. McKen.
.
-- ..,1
m
t
o1 umi ri
On April 26, 1819. the first lodge of ncu
11
uiiiuu jit ra. tjLiieo, 11 oe-- enough to attract the attention of the
j
zie, Palmer McAbee, Green McAbee,
Fel- ing listened to with profound atteu-- l grand
Odd
Order
of
Independent
the
jury." Washington Star.
John Morrow, Joseph Miller, George
lion and at the conclusion, he was I
Mackie, E. J. Maize, Vincent Nor- lows was instituted at Baltimore.
heartily
applauded.
The
will
address
Thomas Wildey, who had been appear in
Reflection
man, Fred C. Nash, Casper Naile,
the next issue of The
Leading Lady Did you notice the
Wells faroo Express
Thomas Neil, N. K. Oldham, Richard prominent in Odd Fellowship in Range. After the singing of the dov
Johnny In the third box? For one
Oldham, John C. Orin, Otto Oles-uc- r, England, came to America in 1818 ology the assemblage repaired to the solid
31
Ml lUuo
ITain No .XI
No.
T'aln
hour he gazed Intently at my dia- Mon., Wed. Train No. 1
STATIONS.
Train No. Í Mon.. Wed.
from
Fred Owen, Peter Perry, H. B. and is now recognized as the founder bauquet hall, where light refresh- monds.
Kridny
Huton
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Phelps, T. N. Parker, S. J. Porter, of American Odd Fellowship. By ments were served.
RVÍON ... Arrive.
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Ly.CLIFTOS
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piano
and
a
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lve
composed
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Ruffner, Barney Ruffini, C. F. Rems-ber- ous and on Jan. 15, 1825, the grand the following, rendered the vocal se- Chicago News.
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Sam Ruby, J. J. Rohr, T. C lodge of the United States came into lections f coeptnbly: William Howells,
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The early degree conferred by the mer McAbee.
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Among those present from
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R. L. Surlcs,
S. Smith,
William order were somewhat crude in
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were Harr? Cox and William the new square?
Shields, Alec. Spears, E. A. Schultz, structure, and unsuited to the genius
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"Because he always has a bit In bis
P. Turner, Jesse Underdown, R. M. grees and one American, finally, promptu nature were made, instru10 p.m.
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t Connect ith KlE Wum
Vaught, C. A. Vaught, Jonathan made up the encampment scries. The mental and vocal selections rendered, month." Haltimore American.
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sou thw entera Ky. Train No, VSi, leaving bawaou, K. ai.. at
J t aimería with
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Vickers. John Vincent, John Wise, A. final separation of the encampments good time bad by all. and a general
I .,. for Van Houu
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Act.
No Restaurant for Hit.
P. Wolfe, E E. Wilson. John W. into a distinct branch, higher than
Katoo. New Mexico
A cannltml clileftan wa
Rtarvlrig-Wilson, Robert Willburn. S. A. Wise-ma- the lodge, and governed by grand
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The encampment branch of the or- - was adopted, its author being Schuy pot. Room 50 cents and $1.
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LUMBER Co.
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J. R. Charette
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General Merchandise

Our

"Live and Let Live"
SEASONABLE GOODS

85c
MEN'S BOOTS
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Colfax County, New Mexico, lies along the
sloping Pinon Hill at the edge of the
heavier timbered foot hills on the Southern Slope of the
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of the Main Range.
Cimarron boasts of a climate uneaualled elsewhere in
America.' The summers are never too hot and the winters, while
crisp and cold at times, are full of sunshine. Hunting and fishing
in the hills, streams and lakes nearby is good. It is a beautiful and
healthful country to live in. The scenery in the mouna'ns is
magnificient and the country offers every attraction to the lover
of outdoor life.
From a business standpoint, Cimarron is most ideally and
strategically located at the entrance to the last great pass through
the Rocky Mountains and, as if in confirmation of the old saying
that "the last is always the bestf the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railway Company, in acquiring this pass, has secured the
best and shortest line of all to the Pacific Coast and this railroad
has shown its appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of
Cimarron and its confidence in the future of the place by selecting
it for its General Headquarters and for the location of its shops
and they have been wise for Cimarron is the center of a region that
has every resource one could ask.
Following are a few good reasons why Cimarron is likely to
become a good business point:
Cimarron is the
and has the shops of the St.
Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway Company and is to be
rs
and have the shops of the Cimarron & Norththe
western Railroad now building. Either would make of it a large
sized town.
Cimarron is the
and the seat of operation of
the most important lumber business of New Mexico. Tributary
to the town are the finest and most extensive tracts of Pine Timber in the Southwest and the products come to Cimarron for
handling, treatment and distribution. In view' of the ever increasing demand for lumber, the country over, had Cimarron no other
resources this business would make of it a city.
Cimarron lies in the center of the best cattle range in all the
world. Here thecattle escape the killing effects Northers of Texas
and the drouths of the far Southwest and in contrast with the great
Ranges of the Northwhere every animal must be fed from $5.00
to $10.00 worth of hay during the cold monthsthey winter here
and keep fat without any feed other than the natural grasses and
with the shipping facilities now afforded by the railroad, had it no
other industries to draw on, it would be a cattle town of several
thousand inhabitants.
Cimarron lie3 midway between the greatest Coal fields in
America and vast deposits of Iron, Copper, Silver and Gold. The
coke and the mineral both come down hill to Cimarron, a distance
miles or less, making it the natural location for smelt
of twenty-fiv- e
ers which will mean rich returns from the ore that with the fácil
ties for shipping now afforded by the railroad, will bring good re
turns evtn when shipped to distant smelters.
To the East and South are thousands of acres of rich alluv-a- l
lands that only need the application of water or the skill of the
dry fanner to make them one, vast garden spot. The soil is a deep
and needs no fertilizing other
sandy loam, with A thy sub-so- il
than that furnished by the water from the mountain streams.
Pomacious fruit grown on these same lands took the First Prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago. In the Taos Val
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Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality (or all uses is unsurpassed by any locality in the world. Following is an analysis of water
from Cimarron by R. W. Hunt & Company:
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ley on similar lands so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised
good crops of wheat without rotation of crops and without the use
of any fertilizer other than water, for over 300 years and this same
wheat was pronounced the best in quality of any exhibited at the
World's Fair at St. Louis.
To the West of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude of
from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never failing
streams of pure water, at once suggestive of cheap power and of
irrigation. Cimaron lies midway between the sources of these
streams and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the
sugar beet, fruit, alfalfa, grain and vegetables.
Nowhere is building material found in greater variety and
abundance. Instead of having to ship lumber in, as do many

towns, upon the completion of the Cimarron ? Northwestern Railroad the entire Southwest will draw in great measure
its supply of timber products from Cimarron.
To the Southwest are enormous deposits of the finest
cement rock. To the Northwest, a mountain of Iron. Everywhere along the Cimarron River sharp sand and gravel, assuring a never failing supply of
concrete the building material of the future. An unlimited supply of building
stone is easily quarried along the line of the railroad within a
few miles of the town and there is clay for brick and limestone for lime. Fuel is abundant and cheap.
This then is the situation: One railroad in operation
intersecting three other important systems, which are ten,
thirty and seventy miles distant respectively from Cimarron.
Another railroad building. Ore coming down hill from one
direction and coal and coke coming down hill from another,
sugar beet, alfalfa and wheat lands on one side and an unlimited supply of water on the other. Placer beds that it will
take years to work out. Timber of the finest quality in such
quantities that a railroad is being built especially to bring it in
to Cimarron.
Fruit lands, the products of which took the first prize at
the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago. Fuel in abundance. Cement Rock, Iron, Brick Clay, Building Stone, Lime,
Sand, Gravel, etc., all within easy reach; cattle by the thousands on every side grazing the finest ranges in the world.
It would seem then as though Cimarron would grow.
Other towns have sprung up and have prospered with perhaps nothing more than the payroll of some railroad shop to
draw on and with many natural disadvantages to contend
with, such as the scarcity of water, fuel, building material,
eic. Other towns have only the impetous arising from the
mining and shipping of coal. Others have agricultural resources, but nothing more, Cities arise through the night
and contend with every draw back imaginable and yet prosper with nothing but ore and less of it than lies within
twenty-fivmiles of Cimarron.
Timber and cattle industries alone make towns but
Cimarron ha? around it not one, alone, but every resource
that one could ask. Ceal, coke, gold, silver, copper, iron,
farming lands, not oñé uncertain stream but several never
failing streams, grazing lands, cattle, timber arid building material of every kind and description, fuel, railroad shops, etc.
Enterprising men to push it and a climate unequalled any
where else in America. The town is in its infancy as yet but
the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital and labor because development has only just begun.
re-infor- ced
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SPIESS CAIRMAN
LAW COMMISSION

IS

DAUGHTER OF KIT CARSON

NOW A RESIDENT OE THIS COUNTY
From the Raton Range.
It may not be generally known to
the residents oí Raton and vicinity
that the only living daughter of the
famous Indian scout and frontiersman, Kit Carson, is a resident of this
city and has been for the past two
years.
Mr. Teresina Carson Allen, the
wife of D. F. Allen, manager of the
Store of the Remsberg Mercantile
company, in East Raton, is the lady
4n question.
She very agreeably consented to be
interviewed by a representative of
The Range a few days since and
spoke interestingly of her father and
of eariler days and events in the territory.
There are three children living,
two sons and a daughter. The sons
re Kit Carson, Jr., and Charles Car-coboth residing near La Junta,
Colo., the daughter being Mrs. Allen.
Taos, N. M., is the birthplace of
Mrs. Allen, who was 12 years old
n,

v
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became quite well acquainted with
Kit and speaks warmly of the nun
as he knew him. "He was as honest
as the day is long and perfectly fearless," said the marshal. "I met him,
1866, I think, and accompanied him on a trip from Fort Lyon,
Colo., near what is now Las- Animas,
to Fort Union in New Mexico." Mr.
Howe said that he did not see veiy
much more of Carson after this trip
and it was not long after then, in
died,
1868, when the frontiersman
full of honor.
During the early part of his career,
Carson acquired much fame as' a
hunter, trapper and Indian guide.
Later his wonderful knowledge of the
western country made him an invaluable guide to Gen. Fremont, who
about this time was on an exploring

long about

-

expedition to the Pacific coast. His
wonderful strategy oftimes saved the
American forces when engaged in
combat with the Indians and many an
encounter with the savages was
avoided by his skill as a peacemaker.
He was a true patriot, performing,
most valuable service for his country, especially during the conflict
with Mexico and later during the civil
war. In 1847 Carson was in Washington, D. C, where he was commisby President
sioned a lieutenant
Polk, but somehow the appointment
was held up in the senate.
After another trip to California in
1853, Kit returned to his home in
Taos, (for by this time he had become a prosperous ranchman), and
received the information of his appointment as Indian agent for New
Mexico.
lie discharged the duties
of this oficc with remarkable fidelity and success, owing to his exceptional fitness for the position. He
was gnown and respected by all the

,.

Indians of the territory.
lira. D. F. Allen, Daughter of Kit During the civil war Carson

gave
his attention to the prosecution of a
when her father died at Fort Lyon, war against the Indians who were
Colo., in 1868. She recalled how the Hostile to the government, and rose
Indians loved the famous scout, their from one position to another until he
usual name for him being "Father obtained that brevet brigadier-genera- l.
In 1864 he accomplished the
Kit," and mentioned the fact that in
addition to speaking French and removal of the Navajoes, who had
Spanish fluently, he was thoroughly given the government much trouble,
conversant with many of the Indian to their reservation.
A rifle that General Carson carried
dialects. During the civil war Kit
Carson was a brigadier general of for thirty years is now in the pos
volunteers, U. S. A., and after the session of Montezuma lodge of Maconflict became a colonel in the reg- sons at Santa Fe, of which order he
ular army and remained such until was a member.
His life was one of excitement and
shortly before his death.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen were married it was full of enough incidents to fill
As a friend lie was as true
3 years ago and had nine children, volumes.
one of whom are at present living. as steel; as a soldier, brave as a lion;

Carson.

"

Lawyers Who Are to Revise and
Compile New Mexico Statutes
Meet and Effect Organization.
The commission appointed by the
Thirty-sevent- h
legislative assembly
to revise and compile the laws of
New Mexico held its first regular
meeting Monday at the office of Attorney General W. C. Reed. There
were present Attorney General Reid,
who had been elected temporary
chairman; Benjamin M. Read of this
city, temporary secretary, and Elmer
A
E. Studley of Raton. Charles A.
to
in
Spiess and R. E. Twitchell, the two
.. ....
i
other members were unable to be
present.
The first order of business was the
of
permanent organization. Mr. Spiess
$Í.ÓÓ6 to
was elected unanimously as the perRead
Mr.
M.
B.
chairman
and
manent
appli-cant- s
was chosen without a dissenting vote
as the permanent secretary. The
buildto
work of revising the laws was discussed at some length and subjects
is
were assigned to different members.
The secretary was entrusted with the
examination of all the translations
of statutes made since the first legislative assembly with a view of compiling them in Spanish. He was also
authorized to employ a translator
whenever one was deemed necessary
such official to be entirely under his
supervision.
The question of stenographers and
other clerk hire was left for future
action. Proposals for furnishing staN. M.
tionery and kindred supplies were
opened and contracts awardad to the
New Mexican Printing company of
this city and the Journal Publishing
company of Albuquerque as being the
lowest and best bidders.
jjmg00K0v0H0ii0tori&vn niftifV'iiftiriifiirirw'ita!!!
The secretary was authorized to
procure all statutes and New Mexico
'
reports and such other books as may Bring in Your Samples
I
be required in the revision of the laws
of the territory.
A. T. McFntyre, president of the
The commission then adjourned to
Deep Tunnel Mining and Milling
Fe
m.
May
Santa
a.
meet
14 at 10
.
Civil
company of Elizabethtown, is colNew Mexican.
lecting ore to place in cabinets to be
placed in the depots srt Raton. The
Telephone Connection With Taos. following letter to the Prospector exM .
Taos, N. M., April 25. The Taos plains the matter quite fully:
Elizabethtown, N. M.,
Plans, Specifications, Surveys, Estimates, InTelephone company connecting at
February 14, 1907.
&
Rio
Denver
the
Piedras,
spection, Superintendence, for Sewerage
Tres
Red River Prospector,
Grande Railroad company with Taos,
M.
N.
Red River,
systems.Water works, Dams, Reservoirs,
Ranchos de Toas, Arroyo Seco, Arro
Dear Sir: I am collecting mineral
Canals. Landscape work for Parks, Municipal
yo Hondo and Talpa has just in specimens from Elizabethtown and
stalled a .new switch board at its of- Red River, to be placed in cabinets,
Examination and Reports made of
fice in Taos, the county seat, connect- one at Santa Fe depot and one at the
Coal, Mineral and Timber Properties
ing with thirty telephones. The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
Red
the
advertise
Raton,
in
to
depot
lines are working well and the extenRiver and Elizabethtown mining dission from Taos to Ute Pass in Colfax
If the miners of Red River
tricts.
county, a distance of 46 miles, accord- it,:i1 rlntifiíi cnrmf-ntiihplpd, show- I
ing to the best expectations will be
finished and in operation by the 10th will be placed in the cabinet just as
of May. This will give the telephone they are labeled.
Please bring or
t
company about 209 miles of line and send them to A. T. Mclntyre, and
connections with the telegraph line leave at the postoffice in Elizabeth- NEAK ROCkV MOUNTAIN DEf'OT
and long distance telephone of the town. Hoping the people will see
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific the good of this and respond quickly,
I am yours truly,
Railroad company; at Ute Pass. The
A. T. M'INTYRE.
principal owners and managers of the
Any
at
left
the News aid Press
ore
telephone line are Dr. T. P. Martin, a
office in Cimarron, or handed to
C.
and
known
Frank
physician,
well
Arthur O'Sullivan, will be forwarded
Ellis, owner of the Taos Pharmacy to Mr. Mclntyre.
and a former resident of Santa Fe.
Subscribe for the Cimarron News-Pres- s.
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
It will cost you just two dolmarriage
licenses lars a year. Address the Cimarron
The following
New Mexico
have been issued from the office of Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. M-- '
the. county clerk the past week:
April 18, Franklyn A. Desmond
and Cora E. Morse, both of Kóchler.
April 20, Trinidad Archuletta and
Luis Xunncz, both of Raton.
April 21, Timothy J. Cooper and
Pearl Reagan, both of Cimarron.
April 22, W. A. Barber of South
Canon, Colo., and Mary C. Brown of
Ash Fork, Ariz.

BUILD

residence or business
rent
house. Cimarron
or sell, and make 20 per
cent on an investment
$5,000.
from
-

There are twenty
rent every
érected. For
ing that
particulars, address

Improvement Co.,
Cimarron,

I

nnriftftif irtrtfcl
rank A. oaimbaugh
and .Consulting Engineer
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THE ANTLERS SALOON
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!

John Livingston, Proprietor
I

Fine Liquors and Gigars
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MR. AND MRS. D.

The couple came to this city from
Wagon Mound, near Springer, about
two years ago.
Mrs. Allen's mother was Josephine
Jahaxillo, a Spanish lady of Taos,
a member of an old and highly respected Spaniih family. Mrs. Allen
states that she has always been told
that there was a strong resemblance
between her mother and herself, but
still one can see much about her re
calling the spirit of Kit himself. She
dated that Governor Charles Bent,
hff was a well known early governor of the territory, married an aunt
of her. She also mentioned the fact
(hat her mother was Kit Carson's
necond wife, his first wife being an
Indian woman.
Mrs. Allen states that she has enjoyed better health since residing in
Raton than for orne time previous,
but at the same time does not r insider herself to be robust by any
means. For a person of her age, she
is well preserved and looks forward
to many years yet.
She has a pleasant comfortable
home in Fast Raton and is never
tired of speaking of her famous father and relating incidents concerning
liis extremely active life.
In addition to the above. City M.t-thJames Howe of Raton, whn
came to this part of the country
soon after the close of the civil war.

-

w.

F. ALLEi AT RATON.

as a trapper and hunter, he had no
superior; as mountaineer and guide,
his equal could not be found and as
a faithful officer of the governnjent,
he was without reproach.
Kit now sleeps in an old fashioned
cemetery at Taos, a plain picket
fence surrounding the grave, marking the last resting place of one of
the bravest and truest patriots the
country ever had.

Death of Well Known Prospector.
Jans IIooricksoD, a prospector aged
(V!, diet) at the Minen hospital last
Sunday of organiu heart trouble.

Raton Range Gleanings.
William Howells and mother,, of
Denver, former well known residents
of Ráton, were in town Yesterday to
attend the dedication of the Odd
Fellows hall. The met many friends
and acquaintances who were glad to
see them.
Mrs. D. H. Dottcrer, wife of one
of the
the first master mechanics
Santa Fe in Raton, passed through
the city Thursday en route to Albuquerque. On her return Mrs. Dottcrer will visit Mr. and Mrs. John Jelfs
of this city.
Thomas Jenkins, who was brought
here from Dawson by Dr G. L.
Fleming last Saturday suffering from
appendicitis, is reported as being
much improved and it is thought that
all necessity foe performing an operation is past. He has been cared for
at the apartments of his friend, Jesse
Pate, who bas been unremitting in
bis attentions to the sick man.
,

The deceased bad lieen confined to
the hospital since last December,
coming to that institution from
Eliaibetbtown. He had been a pro
pector in that vicinity for the past
thirty years and was well known.
His only known relative in this country 1 a nephew residing somewhere
v,
The remains were
ia Minnesota.
Damages of $3,uoo because or, an acburied in the hospital lot at Fairmont
cident that Incapacitated her from
cemetery.
dancing should make a Milwaukee
í
bel)e satisfied just to tblu)t of former
Mors Laurels tor th Hen.
'
A CUchro man has discovered that
waxed floor triumphs. .
tille of egg Is a sure cure for cancer
If this Is true,
when applied directly.
"American women do not walk;
greater tene- they wlKKle," says a Chicago niinl-ter- .
the A medran bea Is
lín lor to the human rats than baa
At him. Edward Bok! exclaims
been supposed."
the Washing-toHerald.
'

CIMARRON
C0NSRTÜCTI0Ñ
COMPANY
General Contractors
Operates in all the Towns in the
Territory

S. E. PELPHREY
Gen'l Manager

Cimarron,

N. M.

WHY MARK DIDN'T TALK.

MEAN THING.

August Personage at the Tablt Had
a Monopoly of It.
A couple of days ago a gentleman
called upon me with a message (from
the German emperor). . . . The wording of the message was:
"Convey to Mr. Clemens my kindest regards.' Ask him If ha remem-ber- i
that dinner, and ask him why he
didn't do any talking."
Why, how could I talk when he
was talking? He "held the age," aa
say, and two can't
the poker-clergtalk at the same time with good effect. It reminds me of the man who
was reproaching a friend, who said:
"I think it a shame that you have
not spoken to your wife for 15 years.
How do you justify It?"
"I didn't want to interrupt her."
If the emperor had been at my table
be would not have suffered from my
silence, he would only have suffered
from the sorrows of his own solitude.
It I were not too old to travel I would
go to Berlin and introduce the etiquette of my own table, which tallies
with the etiquette observable at other
royal tables. I would say: "Invite me
again, your majesty, and give me a
chance;" then I would courteously
waive rank and do all the talking my- self. I thank his majesty for his kind
message, and am proud to have it and
glad to express my sincere reciprocation of Its sentiments. From Mark
Twain's Autobiography In the North
American Review.
y

THE SUNFLOWER
Discovery

AND QUININE,

Made That Plant Yields a
Splendid Febrifuge.

An eminent Spanish professor has
made the discovery that the sunflower yields a splendid febrifuge that can
be used as a substitute for quinine.
More than ten ytara ago Moncorvo
reported to the Therapeutical society
of Paris with reference to the same
Subject. Accordingly
the sunflower
should not only by its growing exert
great
effect, but also
yield a product which is used advan
tageously in all fevers.
The common sunflower Is an Amerhome Is
ican plant. - Its original
stated by eminent botanists to be
Peru and Mexico.
The Russian peasantry' seem to be
convinced that the plant possesses
properties against fever, and fever patients sleep upon a bed made of sunflower leaves and also (over themselves with them. ' This use has recently Induced a Russian physician to
experiment with a coloring matter
prepared from sunflower leaves, and it
la stated that he has had good results
with the coloring matter and with alcoholic extracts from the flower and
With 100 children from one
leaves.
month to 12 years old he has. In the
majority of Cases, effected as speedy
ji cure as otherwise with quinine.
fever-dispellin-

,

'
"
A Cruel Religion.
"It Is all very well," said the lecturer, "to say that other religions are
as good as ours. Take Mohammedanism, for' Instance, that cruel creed.
Take the 'Lord's prayer' of Mohammedanism, the prayer that is repeated
dally in every Mohammedan
household and mosque. This is it:
" 'I seek refuge with Allah from
Satan, the accursed. In the name of
Allah, the Compassionate, the Merciful. Oh, Lcrd of all Creatures, Oh,
Allah, destroy the lnfldels and polythe-istthine enemies, the enemies of
tbe religion! Ob, Allah, make their
children orphans and defile their
abodes, households, and their women,
and their children, and their possessions, and their race, and their wealth,
and 'heir lands, as booty to the Moslems. Oh, Lord of all Creatures!'"
;

s,

f

In a Manner of Speaking.
Scotch witness was being examined as to the sobriety of the defendant, and, In his anxiety not to express an unfavorable opinion, had
made so many evasive answers that
both judge and counsel became exasA

perated.
"Now, sir," cried the judge, "answer
the question. Was he or was he not
intoxicated?"
"Aweel,". said Sandy, "J wullnadeny
that he was intoxicated in a manner
o speakin'."
"And pray, sir, what do you mean
by that?" roared the justice,
"I mean," Sandy replied, very calm-,y- ,
"that he could walk straight, but
he could na talk straight" Harper's
Weekly.

Just a Boy.
"Hold on!" said tbe learned chemist. "Didn't I give you a bottle of my
wonderful tonic, that would make you
took 20 years younger?"
"You did." replied the patient, "and
I took It all. I was then 39 and now I
tm only 19."
"Well, tben will you please settle
this little bill you owe for the treatment?"

Mrs. Peace My husband and I never dispute before the children. We always send them out. when a quarrel
seems lmrslnent.
Miss Sharp Ah, I've often wondered why they're so much In the

,

forget-me-no-

horny-hande-

d

solidly-buil-

Gold Silver Copper
Iron

double-t-

t,

Our Mining Regulations ara very

The name of bridge probably grew
Of
the Russian word "biritch,"
which is called out when the player
declares no trumps, says Scribner's.
The appearance in England between
1883 and 1886 of a pamphlet on "biritch," or Russian whist, failed to attract much attention at that period,
but during the ensuing ten years the
present natural offshoot of the Rus
sian form of play one variety of
which is called leralasch, teralacbe,
yelarash, by Sir Horace Rumbold
became everywhere quite a favorite
Ethel I bear that Jack kissed Miss pastime. The game is said by soma
Coldcash In the dark last night.
to have originated at Athens, although
Maud Well, if you ever saw her
it I known to have been played,
In the light you would understand it
practically In Its present form,
Chicago Journal.
throughout Turkey, Greece, Egypt and.
alone tbe Maritime Alps for actually
more than 3d years under the name ot
khedlve.

out

While still duke of Brabant, before
his accession to Belgium's throne, he
lost his only son, who died after a
mysteriously sudden illness. Crown
Prince Rudolph, of Austria, the king's
met a violent death In the
hunting lodge at Meyerllng, In the
latter part of the king's month of
fate. In January, 1890, the palace at
Laeken burned, and Princess Clementine, who barely escaped with her
life, was so overwrought by the slht
of her governess perishing in the
flames that for many months it was
feared she would lose her reason in
precisely the same manner In which
Mayme Do you think he will Leopold's only sister, the
ch&nge his mind about gettin' mar- Carlotta, lost hers. The latter's defiried?
nite insanity also, curiously enough,
Edythe I'm awfully afraid.
He's dates from January.
days
In'
except
read
nothln' dese
tbout dese rich people's divorce
"The elephant's trunk," says Dr.
scandals. Chicago Dally News.
Ray Lankester, "originated through
TO BE EXPECTED.
a shortening of the lower jaw.
Therefore I ara sorry to upset Mr.
Rudyard Kipling's explanation that
the length of the trunk was accounted for by Its having been pulled by
the crocodile."
son-in-la-

wit

A French academy hopes to complete the letter 'C" of the eighth
edition of its dictionary by the end
ot next session. The edition was begun in 1877, so that at that late the
entire work will be finished In 250
years.

A young English sprig ot nobility
has come over here wearing a huge
gray shawl instead of an overcoat.
Don't laugh. It won't prevent him
from copping out an heiress.

The palmist who complains that his
diamond was stolen has probably concluded that there ara various ways of
pa'ming.

favReg-

orable to the Prospector. These
ulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reservations indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company

g

farmer.
t
look
"What does a
like?" queried the girl.
son
"Oh." replied the
Of toll, ''It's jlst a ordinary knot in a
Muriel Some men think more ot
string th' ole woman ties aroun my their typewriters than of their wives.
go
I
teown
she
t'
an'
finger when
George Of course, they can dlctats
ants me t git sunthin' far her.''
to their typists.

Old

racked,

I

Extensive Areas'of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development

and free from grade crossings.
Here the enormous length of some of
the lines makes the expense of dou
A NATURAL QUERY.
The
them prohibitive.
same cause also necessitated here an
economy of original construction un
known abroad. But these conditions
render all the more necessary the
adoption of every available Invention
to overcome the disadvantages which
make travel unsafe, says Youth's
Companion.
Many such inventions
are In general use some ot them
more extensively than in Great Britain. Others were not generally inwere
troduced until the companies
forced by law to adopt them. There
are two things which would do more
than anything else to lessen the number of railway accidents In the United
States. One is to train the independspirit of the
ent and
American railway employe to such a
sacred sense of the duty of obedience that be "would as soon think of
murdering his mother as of disobey
ing an order or running by a signal."
The other is the establishment of an
Author I have here an essay on authoritative body empowered to Inthe decline of the drama.
vestigate accidents, place responsiEditor How many have you had bility and command obedience.
In
declined? Philadelphia Press.
England railway accidents are Investigated by the board of trade, a deEXPLAINED.
partment of the government
The
decision is prompt the finding Impartial. If any precaution for safety
has been omitted, the public knows
it, and public opinion is, In such cases,
as effective as an act of parliament.
The investigation tn most of the
states of the union is made by the
company itself, and the accident is
usually found to have been "unavoidable."

sir."

Calling the Turn.
"I suppose," said the city girl who
was passing a week In the country,
"that you know all the different
Bowers."
"I reckon mebby I do,""repIled the

tances are short, and roads are

axwell land Grant Co
naam
q MINERAL LANDS
lía

:

street.

"Oh, no. As I am only 19 now, I
am a minor and minors are not held
responsible for the bills they incur,
good-day-

Safety In Railway Travel.
Within the past few months rail
way accidents of unusual fatality have
drawn public attention strongly to
what has become almost a national
disgrace. When the president of the
Southern railroad was killed, a question leaped simultaneously Into many
minds: "If the head of a great system
cannot secure safety in his private
car and on his own lines, what chance
has the general public?" As 10,000
persons are killed and several .times
10,000 others injured on the railroads
of the United States every year, the
question is pertinent. Comparisons
of American roads with those of Eng
land are frequent. It is true that
many more passengers are killed or
injured in the United States than in
England, in proportion to the Whole
number carried; yet we should con
sider, by way of explanation, not of
excuse, that In Great Britain dis-

Within this reservation Special Arrangements will be made with parties

desiring a large acreage and who are
prepared to develop the same

All Conditions
are favorable to the success of the
District

Forfurther information write

The Maxwell Land Grant Company i
I

CIMARRON, NEW MEXICO
A

THE WORLD'8

Have Ashes of Great Leader.
I
not generally known that the
ashen of the famous theosophlst Mme
Helena Hlavatsky are in New York
city. They are Inurned In a niche ol
Aryan Hall, No. 144 Madison avenue,
sowhere the Aryan Theosophlcal
ciety holds Us meetings.

It

GREAT MEN.

J. S. WILSON

oto by Japanese School Children-Washin- gton
and Lincoln Lead.

formerly president
University, recently offered
to present a picture of a famous man
or woman to the Irlye primary school
Hlogo and asked that a vote of the
at
As In Real Life.
children should be taken to choose the
knocked once at
Opportunity
subject of the portrait. The 343 boys
man's door. But the man was out and girls attending the school were
wresting
reluctant
a
from
Ju3t then,
consequently requested a day or two
world the wherewithal to feed ul ago to write down the name of their
wife and babies. Opportunity passed
favorite great man or woman. Washon. It mostly always happens like ington and Lincoln came out at the
that. Judge.
head of the list with 69 and 53 votes,
respectively, while Admiral Togo was
Cape Ced Boot to Coma Off.
a bad third with 00 more than 38. '
Th great boot of sand knon a: Fourth OA the list was Nlnomlya San
Cape Cod Is to be cut off from tb' toku, a famous philanthropist of olden
mainland of Massachusetts by a b
days, who endeavored to cons?ruci i '
rajftl. which wtll reduce, the coasi-wi- canal at Kioto at his own cost tor w
distance from N'ew York to Bos benefit of the people. The fifth was
ton wore than 200 mites.
another American, Benjamin Franklin,
with 21 votes, and after him came
Dr. Yamakawa,

General

of Tokio

Wag-

on and Carriage
Repairing Neatly Executed New
Rigs Built to Order. Horseshoeing. Plow Work

.

1

?

Swiss Food of Chocolate.
Switzerland produces more chocr
late than all other countries con
blned, and the Swiss consume nm-othe article In proportion to th
population than any people in

Black-smithin- g.

Cimarron?

-

M

W. C. SCHERRER & SONS
14;
Masashlge
(Nanko),
Kusunokl
:
New Mexico
Miss Florence Klghtlngale, 13; Wage-n- Cimarron ,
Klyomaro (a famous Japanese loyContractors
Builders.
and
alist). 12; Marquis Oyama, 11; Nelson, 11; Toyotoml Hldeyoshl, 7; Gen.
Kodama, 7; Salgo Takamori, 7; Nak-ay- Adobe, Stone, Iron, Tin and WoodTojii, 6; Admiral I'rlu, 6; Muras-ak- i
work. Grading, Tennis by Day ot
Shlklbu, 5; Bismarck, 6; Suga-warEstiWeorf. Terms Reasonable.
Micklzanc, 4; Commander
mate.1)
on
Application.
4; Napoleon, 4. A few votes each
were cast for President Roosevelt,
NliJIma Jo, Galileo, Columbus, Socrates, Count Katsura. Premier SalonJI,
Marquis Yamagata, Gen. Nogl, Peter
the Great and Admiral Makhaioff.
o

'"'

Ons of Life's Oddities.
It is TieeY that ether makes sonv
men break forth Into song, while not i
!ig short of the forcible administr.
.'.
if aa anesthetic will make son'.
luüiU stop singing.
Holy Living.
Whil high thinking does not alway
prevent low living, It Is also most tru
that there can be no high and holy 1U
n
without high and holy thlnking.-tte- v.
J. Mcl.eod.
Chinese Bandits.
20 Chines
Mounted on bicycles
bandits raided a tobacco shop nea
Peking recently and made off wit
the content of the safe.
Large Sum Collected Dally.
It Is said the United States govern
merit receives $668,01)0 each woikln
lay from customs collected in Ne
York city.

Profetslonal Handicap.
All professional men ar
Goethe:
handicapped by not being allowed ti
gnnre things which are useless.
Paper Used in Books.
Is estimated that only about sli
ier cent, of the paper produced is used
fur making books.
It

Old

rlond.

Italian Proverb.
be your fish, your oil, yuur

Italian.

,

GEO. S.BROWN,

DANCING

DAYS

NOT OVER.

f

Blacksmith
N. M.h
Cimarron.

Elderly Ladies Still Enjoy the Pleasures of the Waltz.
An early caller at a West Side flat
Wagon andCarriage Works. K- was received by the small girl of the
Buggies and Spring Wagons
family.
to order. Horseshoeing
built
asked
the
In?"
your
grandmother
"Is
Blacksmithitig.
General
and
visitor.
"No," said the child; "she has gone
to dancing school."
"To what?" eiclalmed the visitor.
8. MEYER
"Dancing school," repeated the girl.
taking
dan
"Grandmother has been
clan lessons all season."
Attorney-at-La- w
"Merciful heavens!" gasped the visi
itor,
Ratón.
Then, being a grandmother herself, Rooms 8 and 7, Roth Block.
of the old fashioned type, she went
Howaway dumb with amazement.
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
ever, upon Inquiry she learned lhal
The following marriage licenses
that particular grandmother was not have been issued from the county
exceptionally giddy.
within the past few
"Any number of elderly ladles are clerk's ofice
days:
season,"
attending dancing school this
April 24 Anatacio Macs Francis-qui- ta
said a teacher. "I have a large class
Torres, both of Raton.
:f grandmothers. They do not confine
Themselves to simple dances, either,
April 24 I.uifri Ati and Marii
hot take tip all kinds of fancy, difficult Rodolli, both of Kochler.
steps. They do it to get limbered np
April 21 Paul Brunett and Camilla.
and keep themselves young." N. Y.

k

Press.

Btondi, both ot Dawton.

i

MORA COURT ADJOURNS
The district court of Mora county
Sufficient In Quantity to Break Turkish which convened ? Monday, morning,
Government Monopoly.
The county
adjourned yesterday.
$900 court funds and that
had
only
Because of the discovery of vast de- !
long. It is deplored by
posits of meerschaum in Ihe moun- could not last
tains of New Mexico it is likely that the people of Mora county, as there
the monopoly of that mineral hereto is much civil and criminal business
fore bel'l by the Turkish government pending which they would like to
Kill be broken and pipes of that nia have disposed of.
terial will be lessened in cost.
During Jihe short session, however,
Until recently all the meerschaum considerable business was transacted.
used in the commerce of the world was It has been several years since a full
produced from a mine in the plains ol
held in the
Anatoly, Turkey la Asia term of court has been
of the
always
on
account
county,
10.00C
In those mines are employed
men. The output of the mine wat shortage of funds.
owned by the Turkish government and
It kept the price up.
It Is said that enough meerschaum
How Swift Was Sold.
tas been discovered in Grant county,
amusing
affair happened once
An
New Mexico, to supply the world'i
between a coal dealer and a Mr.
needs.
The latter was very
There is a popular belief that meer Swift of Boston.
to see that the former did
chaum is petrified sea foam washed anxious
up ages ago and solidified by some not cheat him, so he the purchaser
trange process of nature. Meerschaum Inspected the weighing, of the coal
and felt perfectly satisfied
Is a mineral known to scientists at himself got
his allowance, without any
"sepiolife." It is composed principally that be
on the part of the coal dealer
of silica and magnesium. It Is founo desire
share. However, while the coal
In fissures in the rock, where volcanlt to
was weighing, the driver of the team
up
to
forced
It
the
surface
action has
help laughing, aware at the
Meerschaum is used Dot only foi could not
was particumaking tobacco pipes, but because ol time that the purchaser
about the full weight of the coal.
Its unique properties of resisting ( lar
drivhigh degree of heat and Its ready ab Mr. Swift, noticing the laughing
what it was all about.
sorption of water. It Is put to 'varloui er, asked him told
him.
So the driver
electrical and mechanical uses.
"when your coal
he,
"Why,"
said
In the mines of New Mexico a solid was weighed you were
standing on
4
block of meerschaum weighing
weighed with It."
pounds was taken out. It was th the scales and
"Is It possible? Why, I weigh nearlargest block of meerschaum evei
ly 200 pounds!"
sained.
"Well, sir," said the driver, "you
are sold."
MOUNTAIN SHEEP STOP TRAIN.
"Yes," was the reply, "and I have
bought myself, too."
Animals Are a Nuisance to Railroadi
MEERSCHAUM

IN NEW MEXICO.

I

in Colorado.

The law preventing the killing o
mountain sheep is known to be agree
able to sportsmen, but it meets wltl
anything but approval of trainmen.
The Florence and Cripple Creel
train due here at nine o'clock Thurs
day morning was delayed 20 minutet
by mountain sheep running along th
tracks. The train was pulling Inte
McCourt, a flag station, when the en
.gliteer discovered a bunch of 11 moun
tain sheep ahead. The whistle wai
blown, but the animals kept on the
track. The train had to be stopped
and the sheep driven off with rocks.
The train had no sooner started
when several sheep again Jumped Id
front of the engine and trotted aheac
tor a distance of almost a quarter of
talle. Several weeks ago Conductoi
Jack Brown stopped his train one mil
below McCourt to release a large ram
that was caught by the horns In a wir
Jence. Cripple Creek Correspondence
Denver News.

Puzzle for Post Office Clerks.
Cleverness Is one of the attributes
necessary for every man who is employed in the post office sorting mail,
for he meets with all kinds of freaks
In the shape of letters peculiarly addressed. Some Jokers appear to think
that all the postal clerk has to do is
to solve puzzles.
Recently at the Boston office a letter was received addressed "Wood,
Mass." with a line drawn under the
"Wood" and over the "Mass."
The
letter went out the same day it was
received and reached Mark Underwood, Andover, Mass., for whom, it
was intended, and the postal clerk
who solved the riddle did not think he
'

had done anything brilliant
all in his day's work.

It was

Loot of Dinner Campaigns.
giving a din
The Bohemienne-waner to a few friends. One by one they
unfolded their large white serviettes
and held them up to the light from
"
the chandelier.
"What prize did you draw?"'- the
Nothing Left.
With a low cry of anguish, the Joke writer asked. "Mine is from Healy'i
"Mine," said the. artist, "Is from the
writer buried bis face in his ' thin
s

-

Cafe Boulevard." "
"And nilue," the poet exclaimed
grandiloquently, "Is finest of all. It
naked anxiously.
"Look at this," the poor fellow an- was swiped from the Waldorf."
"How can I help It?" the Hoheml
swered, as he extended her a printed
Blip. "As if Joke writing wasn't hard eune asked, "If they will persist in
enough already. And here the synd- carving their nameB In letter of dam
icate prohibits from this time forth all ask that wog't.come off?" New York
jokes on Irishmen, March winds, Ea st- Tress.
ar bonnets, mothers-in-law- ,
automobile accidents, watered milk, umbrella
Hallucinations in the Sickroom.
tealing, talkative barbers and the
Physician The majority of my panock-btrifely pilfering of the husband's
tients are victims of a peculiar halluIn the dead of night."
cination.
' "We are Indeed undone,"
the woman
Druggist Indeed! What Is the
Inoaned.
thereof?
Physician They seem to think I
haven't any earthly use for money.
Makes a Difference Whose House.
"The hurricane plowed your neigh- I'tlca. N, Y., Observer.
bor's house down?"
;
Subject to Revision.
"Yea? he ain't been llvln' right fer
.
"I cannot be your wife," she replied,
torn time." i "An'
the llghtnln' killed all hit and added: "This is final."
He paced swiftly to and fro several
Cow
''Yes; It was a Judgment sent on times, then halted abruptly in front of
11m ler his good.". ..... . ,
her.
"Pray be candid with me," he said,
"But I've Jest beam tell that every
Aousa on your- plantation on the river not without the note of masculine Im
patience. "About how final?"
Was burned to the ground."
"Oh, the mysterious dispensations
This was too much. She burst lnt
at Providence! Oh, how the right- tears.
eous are made to suffer In this cold,
"How do I know?" she sobbed.
Union Advertiser.
bard world!" Atlanta ConRtltntlrm

"What's the matter now?" his wife

s

,

if

--

-

JRemsberg

Mercantile
Company
'

Wholesale Grocers
--

We are prepared to ship immediately straight or mixed cars of any
thing in Groceries, Flour, Hay, Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats,
Lard.

Health of School Children.
The growing interest taken In Germany In the health of school children
Is - evidenced by the appointment of
18 school physicians. In Munich and
In Elberfeld. Many other cities have
followed the example cf Wiesbaden,
which in 1896 was the first to appoint
a school doctor. In Wurtemberg the

LIE

authorities have even extended the
system to the high schools. In Austria It has Just been ordered that
candidates for teachers' positions
must be examined In the subject of
school hygiene. Throughout Germany
efforts are being
made to equip
the teachers of the lowest grades of
the public schools In matters of
health.
The installation of shower-bath- s
In each school Is being carried
out as a matter of course, wherever
this Is possible. Two cities have already followed the example of
in establishing a school la
the woods near the city. In which
may be taught children suffering from
chronic diseases, ,who are not physically able to take the regular course,
but, on the other hand, are not hospital patients or unable to study at
all. During the summer months, this
"wood school," as it is called, hag
kept open all day, the children being
'
fed there. The American custom of
fresh-ai- r
trips, says the. New York
Post, is also being Imitated in Germany, special attention being paid to
children.
delicate
In Kolberg, the
popular bathing place on the Baltic,
there was opened this summer a
school sanatorium, to which were
sent child patients from many places.

WISE-MA-

Who takes advantage of opportunities.

Some of the greatest
in America have been made in judicious investments in
estante.
They have been made by men who were able to
real
fathom into the future and discern the trend of developments.

Thousands of dollars are seeking investments in New Mexico,
where the assured rate of income is greater than in any other
section of the country.

'

-

CIMARRON AND VICINITY

1905

Bhows

much

Industry
of the United States, showing 61 establishments, against four in 1880,
says the Baltimore Sun. At present
$55,923,459 is invested In
production, and the annual product is
worth $24,393,794.
Most of the Increase of plant and product has taken
place since 1900, when the output
was worth but $7,323,857.
Of the
2,175,417 tons of beets grown In the
census year on 240,757 acres and costbeet-suga-

r

beet-sug-

nt

s
were grown
ing $11,345,785,
by contract by independent farmers.
The sugar factories do not grow their
supply of beets to any large extent.
Granulated beet sugar was produced
to the extent of 496,618,314 pounds,
$23,493,373.
worth
Other, products
were raw sugar, 11,223,607 pounds;
molasses, 9,609,642 gallons, and pulp,
worth $202,070., The leading states in
beet sugar are Colorado, Michigan and
California, the first producing $7,198,-98worth of beet sugar, the second
four-fifth-

Cimarron, New Mexico.

2

2

Raton,

New Mexico

The Value of Time.
One of the most Important lessons
to be learned by every man who
would get on In bis calling is the art
of economizing time.
A celebrated
Italian was wont to call his time his
estate; and it Is true of this as of
other estates of which the young
come Into possession, that It Is rarely
prized till It is nearly squandered;
and then, when life is fast waning,
they begin to think of spending the
hours wisely, and even husbanding
Unfortunately, habits
the moments.
of Indolence,
llstlessness, and procrastination, once firmly fixed, says
New York Weekly, cannot be suddenly thrown off,, and the man who
has wasted the precious hours of
finds that he cannot
life's seed-timreap a harvest in life's autumn. It is
a truism which cannot be too often repeated, that lost wealth may be replaced by industry, lost knowledge by
study, lost health by temperance or
medicine, but lost time is gone forever. The men who effect great
achievements bring about wonderful
results mostly by strtidy, unremitting
toll, by tinning even the moments to
They have the genius for
account.
hard work, the most desirable kind of
genius.

GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS DONE.

Capital Paid Up
C. X.
G.

V.

$30.000

-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
President
S. Floebkubih,
D. J. Dkvixe, Cashier
Gim.f.spik
M. M.
R. E. Alluredoe

BLAt uwELi.,

NEAREST

I

-

Vice-Preside-

Slas
BANKING TOWN TO CIMARRON

tf

f

f

.....

;

.
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xRaton, New Mexico
.

BEJ3

v
...,.f ÍO0.00O

Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits (Earned)

This man who could figure the distance
stars,
to the paleeat of
Who could tell you the weight of dim
Neptune and had measured the
streaks upon Mars,
Went crazy In trying to figure out ho
he had lost every cent
tn SDlte of tli fact tfiat- the broker ex
plained now the blamed ticker went,,
-- H. IS. Kiser, In Chicago Kecoru-lierai-

$60.000

:

y

Deposits.

$800.000

-

'

Oldest and Largest Bank in Northern New Mexico.
- Safety Dhposis Bozas in Connection.

of Heart.
' First Female Advocate
What? Do
yon mean to say Mrs. De Sweet has
resigned from the Woman's Rights society, and says she has all the rights
Change

.

Depositary for the A, T. & S, F. Ry., St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific Ry., and Coal Companies,, Territory
of New Mexico, and County of Colfax.

she wants?
8econd Female Advocate Just so.
F. F. A. Mercy me! What has happened!
8. F. A. I'm sure I don't know.
Johnny! Have you seen Mrs. De
Sweet lately?
Little Johnny No, ma'am, but as
I was passln' ber bouse this mornln' I
sawd a furniture wagon stop and unload a cradle. N. Y. Weekly.-

Accounts from Merchants, Corporations, Individuals, and ' '
Ranchmen received on favorable terms. Interest paid,
on time peposits. If any change is contemplated in y
present banking arrangements please correspond with us.

'

C. N. BLACK WELL.

Cashier

NOTHING WORSE TO COME.

The Lobby Saloon

ICafe

CHARETTE & BRACKETT, Props.

....Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard....
Room iri Connection.

Short Order Cafe Open Day and, Night;

FOR SALE.

start besides getting the benefit of
the increase in t'ic price of real estate.
The company's object in selling is to
put the money into other buildings
for the accommodation of new comers
who are arriving in town every day.
For further particulars 'address Cim
arron Lumber company.

...

First National Bank

And the scientist,- - being enlightened, Invested his wad every cent.
He bought on a margin and gladly went
home at the close of the day.
With a dreuin In which rose a fair palace
and a beautiful yacht on the bay.

Nearly half of the sheep ' In the
world are in two thinly populated
countries of the southern hemisphere
Australia and the Argentine republic.
Russia has more sheep than
any other country in the northern
half of the elnbe.

A brand new rooming house and
restaurant property in Cimarron, is
paying $900 per year rent now and
can be bought for $4.500 cash. Invest your savings and make 20 per
cent interest on your money from the

BANK of SPRINGER
SPRINGER. NEW MEXICO

,

y

;

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given to our Orders

ft

worth and the third $4,415,-17worth. California and ' Colorado
FyjILE FIGURING.
Irrigate the land used to produce
beets. In Utah a system of pipelines
A man who could measure the distance to
connects slicing stations with the
stars,
the puleat of
had studied the rings around Saturn
central factories. The beets from the Who and
traced all the streaks upon Mars,
neighboring country are received at Who could tell to a pound- how much
Venus the planet, you understand
these slicing stations, where the Juice
weighed,
hutu-deup three hundred dollars,
is extracted and treated with a com- Having
decided to dazzle In trade,
position of lime, after which it is
tie stood by the side of the ticker, the
forced through the pipes to the
broker explained how' it went,
$5,378,004

S

Is fust now in the eyes of the public as the most promising field
of New Mexico for investment. - If you are seeking a home in a
congenial clime, if you are looking for safe returns on investment, it will pay you to come and look over the situation.
I ca.n sell you town lots that will double your money in one
year.Business men who a.re looking for a. location will find
at Cimarron conditions that will plea.se them. Beautifully located, surrounded by inspiring scenery, with a large section of
grazing and farming country as a clientage with new develop-mein the mineral, coal and timber country constantly going
on, the field is enticing.
I have for sale a large rooming house and restaurant that is
pa.ying 20 per cent on an investment of $4,500. The buildings
are new and occupy three lots. It will pay you to investigate.

Industry.

Beet-Suga-

es

TOBA--

Cbar-Iottenbu-

r
The
The census of
progress in the

Tor-tun-

J.

JOHN WHITLEY.

WHITLEY

(Si

Successors to Littrell
She You always used to say that
would rather be with me In
purgatory than without me in paradise!
He Did I say that? Well, that wish
has certainly been gratified! Heltere
you

D.

STEVENS.

STEVENS
&

Livingston.

I fine Wines, Liquors, Cigars, etc.
f

'

Welt
Read the advertisements
News and Pre.

in The

Subscribe for the News and Press
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